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Hi Everybody! 

We are having elections here in The Netherlands. It’s interesting
to watch them through a meta programs filter. This year we saw a
verbal clash between time frames. 
The opposition wanted to look back (Past/Specific): How exactly
had the governing parties messed things up? The parties that had
been in power refused. They wanted to look forward. Is was
amazing how often they could get away with general/future
statements. “Let’s talk about the future and the solutions we
offer!” Or: “I want to look forward; the people deserve a better
life!” But how about them having caused all these problems in the
first place? “It’s no use moaning about the past, it is now time to
set things straight!” Sigh... 

All the best!
Jaap Hollander, MindSonar founder

MindSonar marketing posts have changed; look out for our postings on the Linkedin
Global page - please like, share and comment as we post every Wednesday. Biljana
will notify you about 10 minutes before we post in the MindSonar International
WhatsApp See here

Some respondents have trouble with the triangle interface (three-sided meta
programs). MindSonar Development has started inventarising options for a new
interface. 

In the Netherlands, we are looking how to integrate a limited MindSonar Certification
training in the NLP Master practitioner training (Business version).

UK MindSonar workshops for MDs and HR professionals:  How to create high-
performing teams Effective Recruitment  24th November. More here
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Meet Diana Carolina Perez Cabas 

Diana is HR Professor and influencer/Soft skills and emotional Paycheck Trainer /
Executive Coach.  Experienced in  Human Resources (HR) Management Processes,
mobilising the SELF to generate a possibility of transformation and personal
growth that allows them to enhance their results, consulting and mentoring in
strategic processes of comprehensive management of Human Talent in
Organisations to implement emotional salary projects, workload measurement,
performance management, Talent Calibration and HIPO identification, climate
measurement, and commitment. Applying artificial intelligence tools for people
development.

She has used Mindsonar for business owners to understand how the way of
thinking impacts business results and what strategies the CEO can implement to
improve operational results. 

Diana also uses Mindsonar for recruitment to predict behaviours and understand
how the way of thinking can impact team results and relationships.

To find out more meet Diana here
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MINDSET ON THE STORM
  BY TOMAS ZAWADZKI
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I completed an open water swim for charity 33.5k in
9 days, raising money for those who are homeless.
My values: 

Winning- focus on getting results every day to
reach the target.

Power- have the courage to keep going, respect the
weather

Security- keep those safe who endure cold.

Earth as a whole- completing each swim has a
mystical sense of purpose and balance.

 

I recently flew on a plane through Europe, from Malaga to Warsaw. The weather went
crazy that day, and the flight was delayed due to a storm. It started like in Hitchcock’s
movie: "A good film should start with an earthquake and be followed by rising
tension." Only this time, it was not an earthquake but the take-off of an aeroplane,
which seemed about to be blown off its flight path. I firmly grasped the passenger
seat before me to survive the takeoff.

Apparently, Spain has not seen such rainfall for 160 years. In Malaga, the biggest
problem was the wind - 50 accidents were reported (Wyborcza Newspaper). Half an
hour after our take-off, the airport was closed, and flights were redirected to Sevilla.
The remainder of our flight did not look good either due to the raging cyclone
Zacharias.

Read more...

https://www.mindsonar.info/mindsonar-me/
https://www.mindsonar.info/mindset-on-the-storm/?preview_id=2010936&preview_nonce=ec17e521fa&preview=true&_thumbnail_id=2010939

